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Abstract—Pair programming (PP) software development
technique is recommended for improving programming skills
using concept of knowledge sharing. This paper aims to elaborate
knowledge sharing concepts based on review of several previous
studies. The relationship of knowledge sharing concepts in PP also
has been discussed in details. With the elaboration, knowledge
sharing concept can be anticipated to demonstrate the relationship
of knowledge sharing in PP.
Index Terms—Pair Programming; Tacit Knowledge; Agile.

I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge has become necessary for human life in order to
construct information and arrange data [1]. Therefore, in order
to deliver the knowledge, it is important to facilitate process of
transferring and sharing especially to academicians in all
knowledge area. This is crucial due to academicians must
established their knowledge as required in the highest
institution. Thus, they need to deliver their knowledge to
students by teaching and learning processes.
Computer science (CS) and software engineering (SE)
courses is the highest in dropout rates among students compared
to the other courses [2]. This finding motivates the practitioners
to urgently employ a technique or practice that can facilitate
teaching and learning practices in CS/SE courses.
The critical point of knowledge development in learning and
teaching on CS/SE course is programming skill. Enhancing the
programming skills of the students in higher learning
institutions is the main concern in this study. An appropriate
code quality is an indicator to a code quality there was essential
to foster the personal knowledge of the students. On that origin
the idea has been investigated to create a conceptual model that
can enhance the programming skills among students of higher
learning institutions which is the main concern of this study.
Developing the conceptual model came up with 2 necessary
components which are:
(a) Employing a well-known model that arranges knowledge
management with influences on personal knowledge of
the individuals which is tacit knowledge,
(b) Using a practice that is reliable in CS and SE community
that deals with knowledge management and fosters tacit
knowledge.
For the first component, this study employed the model of
Nonaka and Takeuchi [3] which is Socialization,
Externalization, Combination and Internalization (SECI). Then,
for the second component, this study employed pair

programming (PP). Pedagogically, employing PP to solve
programming problems is highly related to the main concern of
this paper as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Conceptual relationship of knowledge sharing in pair programming

In Figure 1 clearly illustrated the conceptual relationship of
knowledge sharing in PP for enhancing programming skills.
Further, the diagram also highlighted the keywords
operationally uses as the main focus in this paper which are PP,
tacit knowledge, and code quality.
Generally, relationship of PP, tacit knowledge and code
quality is part of knowledge that has been used in extreme
programming practices of Agile software development. While
PP is focusing on the process, but simultaneously it is able to
cooperate in computer solving problem. Tacit knowledge are
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focusing in learning innovation, skills, and memory of personal
knowledge, while code quality focusing in number and
measurement usability of level program.
The relationship of this knowledge illustrated in the Figure 2.
This figure provides the relationship among keywords on the
basis of understanding and the way by which they may be
subordinate and interact. Knowledge consists of Explicit and
Tacit knowledge while Agile consist of Pair Programming (PP)
and Code Quality (CQ). This paper focuses on the exploration
of knowledge sharing keyword and relationship of PP towards
the knowledge sharing.
II. REVIEWS
This section focuses on concepts related to the relationships
keywords that had been illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Relationship of knowledge sharing keywords

A. Knowledge Sharing
In 1958, Michael Polanyi [4] has ignited the classifications of
knowledge as tacit and explicit. Tacit knowledge is
characterized as the individual experience and expertise of a
person that is hard to be described and understood by others [5].
Then, it is categorized as the ability of intention and decision
making. It has also been defined as an applied acquisition of
knowledge in a constitution that the information is not stated
which makes it very challenging to carry on because it is
unclearly taught or expressed. Applied knowledge is gained by
a person through daily basis experience instead of through
official instruction. Factors influencing tacit knowledge (TK)
include what the human has mentally ratified during learning
phase [6].
24

Besides, difficulty to be expressed, tacit knowledge also
complicated to be transferred due to the variation in formulation
of speech and understanding [7]. This resulted difficulties to
retain the transferred knowledge. As compared to tacit, explicit
knowledge can be transformed in the form of words and can be
communicating through email and data that related to tangible
resources [8], [9]. It is supported by archived information such
as curricula, documented experiences [10], and books and web
pages that also can be sources of tacit knowledge [11]. Thus,
explicit knowledge is easier to be explained, copied, captured
and can be divulged easily [12], [13].
Persistent revolution of new knowledge in knowledge
process, such as knowledge acquisitions as well as knowledge
sharing that will be continuously studied all the time.
Knowledge are created and utilized through explicit and tacit
knowledge intermingling, which is referred to as knowledge
conversation techniques. Researchers also found that almost all
the knowledge is tacit while, only a small portion of knowledge
is explicit.
Based on knowledge category, this paper only focuses on
tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge defined as personal
knowledge deposited in people’s brain as a consequence of
expertise, imagination, learning, innovation, skills, and
memory. In teaching and learning process, tacit knowledge
transfers development between lecturers and students is very
crucial especially in retaining the prior and acquiring the new
knowledge. It is worth to be mentioned that robust Socialization
of expert lecturer, strong Externalization and Combination
based on various references will be positively impact the
Internalization of tacit knowledge in learning, thinking, and
making decision skills [14]. Socialization, Externalization,
Combination, and Internalization also known as SECI model
which has become the foundation of knowledge creation and
transfer theory [15].
Gerholm [16] has appealed that tacit knowledge consists of
two types of knowledge; (1) knowledge as a reflection of daily
life within educational institution regarding teaching and
learning process taught by lecturers. The second category is
knowledge gained by students directly or indirectly as it is
gained from what students have learned from the lecturer within
the educational organization or knowledge that is created from
discussions and interpretation among students.
In addition, there is correlation between tacit and explicit
knowledge in education between lecturers’ and students’
knowledge [17]. Tacit knowledge refers to lecturer’s ideas and
expertise, whereas explicit knowledge is signified by lectures
through computer, over the Internet, and saved in databases
[18]. According to Leonard and Insch [19] there are 3 categories
of tacit knowledge which are; (1) self-organization and selfmotivation (referred to as cognitive), (2) individual and
institutional tasks (denoted as technical), and (3) social (reflects
social interaction).
B. Agile
There are several studies of eXtreme Programming
implementation techniques including interpretation and
enhancement team communication [20]-[22]. eXtreme
Programming applied in order to enhance the capability of
Agile project, increase qualitative of commitment, and
interaction of team members and compliance of experts during
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project development. The interaction among human,
coordination and cooperation in self-motivated team is very
important [23].
In response to the concerns on ideational techniques, which
comprise waterfall technique, Agile has been a frivolous model
for software development [23]-[25]. Therefore, Agile meets the
volatile desires of stakeholders that distribution of knowledge
is a substantial way to overcome challenges in establishing the
systems. To distribute a creative work, respond to volatility,
deal with frequently changing demands of stakeholders, Agile
team must be shielded with cross-functional members through
collaboration of customers with developers and their interaction
as well as meetings frequently.
According to Crawford et al. [26], agile has achieved a
universal recognition for its potentials in enhancing software
team efficiency in numerous degrees by way of encouraging
team’s focus atmosphere, inspiring individuals, and more
focusing on the clarity and outcomes of a project.
Moreover, Agile teams based on Dorairaj et al. [4] overlap
efficient teams that improve knowledge sharing about certain
project by means of physical and effective discussion as well as
partnership with stakeholders. However, normally the Agile
teams are struggling to be well-informed and shared knowledge
among team members towards the accomplishment of software
projects.
As the popularity of eXtreme Programming has improved,
the training of PP has continued to attract more attention in the
eXtreme Programming, granting PP opportunity to attract
programmers' attention. This is because it inspires the creation
of tacit knowledge among team members and encourages
knowledge sharing specifically through release and iteration
planning, PP, and on-site customers.
C. Pair Programming
Pair Programming (PP) is a cooperative programming mode
of eXtreme Programming practices of Agile software
development family. Feature that distinguishes PP from further
collaborative programming styles is the terms: "driver",
"navigator" and the technique they adjust to tasks process, who
sit at the same workstation with only one set of screen, mouse,
and keyboard. The two persons are imposed to design, code,
diagnose, and develop a project [27]-[29]. In the practice, both
programmers enthusiastically interact among them utilizing
role-base procedure [30].
Knowledge sharing has been observed as the main part of
Agile because of its’ basic expectation towards high quality and
valuable software in brief statement on tacit knowledge, which
are built among the teams in charge of a project through
physical relations in order to enhance competitive benefits
towards the customers, as well as traverse efficient teams. Due
to the fact, knowledge sharing is vital in this paradigm because
of brief and repetitive view and minimal records [23].
PP contains two individual programmers (the drivers and the
navigators), acting as a team through similar algorithms, design,
code, and test using the same computer. The driver is
responsible inputting device in order to produce the code.
Meanwhile, the navigator frequently and enthusiastically
assessing the work of the driver to see if there is any flaw,
consider other substitute, think through strategic inferences, as
well as asking questions. Then, recognizing the strategic

paucity in the process of coding is also the role of the navigator.
However, the roles as the navigator and the driver often swap,
to improve their work in one way or another by practicing and
learning appropriate skills when there are changes in their work
routine, which occurs at the instance of natural transition during
the coding pursuit [29].
One of the outcomes of PP is shorter length of code. Shorter
length of code is introduced as an indication to improvement in
underlying design. Besides, PP reduces rate of defect [27], [31]
thus, a large number of successful test cases were achieved
when utilizing PP.
D. Code Quality
Code quality is an indicator for less number of defects in
syntax and it measures the receipt level of a program among
users in terms of reliability, usability, maintainability, and
portability [32].
Then, literature explains that expert opinion, effectiveness,
academic performance, and number of successful test cases also
measures code quality [33]. However, researchers also found
that agile concept is a crucial factor towards achieving better
software quality. Consequently, this relies on expert opinion to
measure quality in terms of correctness criteria.
III. RELATIONSHIP OF AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENTS
WITH KNOWLEDGE SHARING
The sharing of knowledge has been viewed as the main part
of Agile because of its basic anticipation towards high quality
and valuable software in brief statement on tacit knowledge,
which are built among the teams in charge of a project through
physical interactions in order to enhance competitive benefits
towards customers, as well as traverse efficient teams.
Based on brief and repetitive feature and minimal records,
knowledge sharing as an essential undertaking in Agile [23].
However, Agile methods including eXtreme Programing
promote collaborations and stress physical tacit sharing of
knowledge within the teams and their clients or stakeholders
[34].
IV. PAIR PROGRAMMING AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING
All Agile practices concern on the management of tacit
Knowledge. PP tactics highly sustenance knowledge sharing
towards knowledge achievement and sharing, in which the
individual relationship and association is very paramount in the
CS context [35]. Though with high financial consequence, PP
has been acknowledged as a critical tool for knowledge sharing
among members of a project team. In fact, Kashif and Kelly
[36] said that formal knowledge sharing in a workshop or
project assessment meeting has also been valuable in improving
skill and member’s capabilities.
Knowledge sharing is an important technique in knowledge
management that progressively improves the performance of an
organization
[23].
Long-established
organizational
effectiveness and accomplishment resulted from knowledge
sharing abilities to overcoming problems, carrying out policies
and techniques, acquiring new initiative through expertise
collaboration, and supplying relevant information about the
task to be accomplished. Nevertheless, the knowledge seekers
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and the knowledge provider must be in a settlement in order to
share the knowledge. Table 1 illustrates the comparison of PP
with knowledge sharing.
Based on Table 1, when conducting a PP session, the driver
and the navigator change idea in common tacit knowledge and
explicit knowledge. And also as mentioned in previous sections
concerning ease of utilizing the explicit knowledge in terms of
ease of understand, explicit knowledge can be seen in the form
of numerals and words [3]. However, tacit knowledge is fed by
opinion, expert, and think of a human as well as strategy of
decision making. Tacit knowledge also is a reflection of
learning experience.
Table 1
Pair programming and knowledge sharing
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